
Dissemination in France of the European 

guide for good hygiene practices intended 

for farmhouse cheese and dairy producers

CONTEXT WHAT IS THE  EGGHP FOR FARMHOUSE AND ARTISAN PRODUCERS?

The European Guide for Good Hygiene Practices (EGGHP) has been written by a

group of farmers and technicians federated within the FACEnetwork association,

validated by the European Commission and its member states. The livestock Institute

(Institut de l’Elevage-Idele) was involved as expert and FNEC (National Organization

of goat breeders and farmhouse cheesemakers) as the organisation representative

for farmhouse cheese producers. This guide helps the farmhouse and artisan

producers to write their FSMS because it covers all these requirements. The

producer must familiarize themselves these different documents and personalize

them so that they correspond to the reality of the operation of his farm.

As any other food 

manufacturer, a dairy 

farmhouse cheese producer is 

subject to the rules of the 

Hygiene Package, which has 

regulated the production and 

distribution of food within the 

European Union since 2006. 

He must therefore apply the 

main principles of the 

package: responsibility of the 

manufacturer, obligation of 

result, and implementation of 

the food safety management 

system (FSMS). This FSMS 

aims to describe the measures 

taken by the establishment to 

ensure the hygiene and safety 

of its production with regard to 

biological, physical and 

chemical hazards.

DISSEMINATION IN FRANCE FOR FARMHOUSE PRODUCERS

PERSPECTIVES

Advisors and producers are interested in France by a standard workbook with procedure templates to build their

FSMS. This work will be done simultaneously with the update of the model application form for sanitary approval.
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According to the european commission notice from 30/07/16

HACCP-

based procedures

Prerequisite Programs:

Good Hygiene Practices (GHP)

Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP)

Procedures for recall,
communication…

Elements of a FSMS

Idele, FNEC/FNPL, and 

some representative

actors from the  french 

« farmhouse dairy

products » network

Advisors from the french 

« farmhouse dairy

products » network

Farmhouse cheese and dairy

producers

Training

Full training content

• Articulation between EGGHP and FSMS

• Hygiene regulation

• Building of EGGHP and dissemination in France

• Microbial ecology

• Biological Hazards

• Physical and chemical hazards

• Using the guide to write the FSMS:

1- GHP and GMP

2- HACCP-based plan

3- Self monitoring

4- Traceability, non conformity management, 

withdrawal, recall procedures

Producers Advisors

2 days 4 days

Today: 

60

Today: 

1 000

In France, a network of advisors who are dealing with farmhouse cheese and dairy producers is managed by the livestock Institute

(Institut de l’Elevage-Idele). Professional organizations (FNEC/FNPL) have decided to disseminate this tool by trainings with implication

of this network in order to ensure a better understanding of the Guide and a better dissemination of good practices for farmhouse

cheese and dairy sector. Thus, training materials have been developed at national level to train advisors who will also be accredited to

train producers. More than sixty advisors are accredited today. Results of a survey allowed us to improve our tools and to better

answer the technician’s issues.

+ 0,5 day proposed

on Hygiene/cleaning/

disinfection
Training
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